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Introduction

• When walls are installed on top of 
bottom chord bearing floor trusses, a 
ribbon board, or “band” board, is 
typically installed.

• This is done for the following 
reasons:
– To provide lateral support to the 

trusses
– To provide support for floor sheathing 
– To transfer loads  from the wall above 

to the truss ends where they can be 
transferred to the wall below. 

Figure 2.15a, Wood Frame Construction Manual 2012. 



Introduction

• The IRC does not provide specific 
guidance as to when blocking may be 
required to transfer the loads directly.   

• The 2012 Wood Frame Construction 
Manual (WFCM), a referenced 
standard within the IRC, includes the 
detail at right, where intermediate 
blocking (green) is included between 
the wall bottom plates and the bearing 
wall below to provide this load transfer.

• The following step by step guide will 
assist the designer to determine 
whether or not this blocking is 
required.

Figure 2.15a, Wood Frame Construction Manual 2012. 



Introduction

• Testing by the Structural Building Components Institute 
(SBCRI) determined that for the three conditions tested, Floor 
truss systems using a ribbon board can support the following 
loads without blocking. 



Step 1: Determine the Load

• Determine the load that 
needs to be transferred 
from the wall above to 
the floor truss system.

• If the loading carried by 
the ribbon board does 
not exceed the maximum 
allowable, blocking may 
be omitted.



Step 2: Determine the Load – Example

• Example – Assembly as shown at 
right:
– Roof trusses: 

• 36’ clear span 
• 24” overhangs 
• 24” o.c. spacing

– Stud wall:
• 10’ tall by 3-1/2” deep 
• 24” o.c. stud spacing
• Double 2x4 top plate or better
• Single 2x4 bottom plate or better

– Rim board 
• Assumed 2x4 No.2 or better



Step 2: Determine the Load – Example

• Per ANSI/TPI 1-2014 
section 7.5.2.1, all loads 
along this load path can 
be considered as 
uniform PLF loads. 



Step 2: Determine the Load – Example

• Calculations to 
determine the loading 
carried by the ribbon 
board are found per 
ASCE, where:
– Pf = Flat Roof Snow Load

– LtR = Roof Load

– LtW = Wall Load

Pf = 0.7*Ce*Ct*Is*Pg

= 0.7*1*1.1*1*70
= 53.9

LtR = SPR

= ( (53.9+10+10)(36+2+2) )/2
= 1478 PLF

LtW = SPW

= 10 * 10
= 100 PLF

SL = LtR + LtW

= 1478 + 100
= 1578



Step 2: Determine the Load – Example

• The loading 
carried by the 
ribbon board is 
1578 plf, which 
does not exceed 
the 1821 plf limit 
from the SBCRI 
testing.

• In this example, 
blocking is not 
required



Step 3: Concluding Discussion

• The example shown was for a building where the applied 
snow loads and roof spans are at the limits of the IRC. 

• Any buildings with a lower snow load or roof span would also 
be permitted without the blocking. 

• Where the floor is carrying more than one story, the loading 
should be checked using the actual applied loads to 
determine whether blocking is needed or not. 



Step 3: Concluding Discussion

• Other methods of transferring the loads are permitted. 
Examples of other methods include:
– Provide 2x trusses of the same depth as the floor trusses along the 

bearing walls to provide a “rim board” that will provide the load 
transfer. Floor trusses would need to be shortened to accommodate 
this method.

– Provide trussed panels to fit between the trusses along the bearing 
walls. 

– Use engineered lumber of the same depth as the trusses to provide a 
rim board.
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